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What is MyDAM ?
Multi-year database of acoustic monitoring data and metadata for the
Lower Columbia River
A relational database management system for organization and
analysis of data across years and monitoring locations
Over 90,000 fish handled, tagged and released between 2006 and
2012
Why did we need MyDAM?
Manage large and complex multi-year database
Automate intermediary quality control processing
Classified user access
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Scale and Challenges
Study Area
4 Dams (McNary, John Day, The Dalles, Bonneville)
Study area extends over 417 rkm
Telemetry Equipment
84 autonomous nodes
18 sensor node arrays (dam mounted and autonomous)
355 dam mounted hydrophones
27 miles of cable deployed
Data Processing and Collection Resources
92 acquisition computers at dams
49+ computers for data analysis, status monitoring, and QA/QC
33 wireless modems and antenna for remote monitoring
Over 60 personnel working on 23 discrete data activities
QA/QC all data and procedures
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Types of Acoustic Data
Hydroacoustics
Fixed aspect
Mobile surveys
Data collected at dams on the lower Federal Columbia River Power
System (FCRPS) since 1996
Juvenile Salmon Acoustic Telemetry System
Cabled array systems on dam faces
Autonomous node array systems in river
Data collected in the FCRPS for passage and survival since 2006
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Lower Columbia River
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Hydroacoustics Data
Hydroacoustics Data
Number of detections
Expanded detection numbers
Metadata
Dam operations
River condition (temperature, flow, dissolved gas)
Processed Data
Passage densities and rates
Route of passage proportion
Fish behavior
Dam performance metrics
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Acoustic Telemetry Data
Acoustic Telemetry Data
Detection history data
Event data
Metadata
Collection data
Tagging data (species, length, weight, surgeon, etc.)
Release data
Fish condition
Dam operations
River condition
Processed Data
Travel time
Project, route specific and reach survival
3-Dimensional fish position
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Relational Database Management
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MyDAM
Structure
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Uploading
Interface
Uploaded
File
History
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Uploaded
File
Statistics
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Advantages of MyDAM
Real-Time data assimilation
Automated quality control and quality assurance
Low risk of data loss
Version control system
including time stamp and user tracking
Sensical archiving
Quick turnaround on data processing and reporting
High return on investment
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Next Steps for MyDAM
Perform long-term inquiry
Trend analyses
Develop risk-assessment models
Forecast environmental conditions for fish passage and behavior
under climate change and treaty agreements well as relate juvenile
salmon to adult returns.
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